Wallace's study of the human species, especially his application of evolutionary theory to humanity in the 1860s, has by no means been neglected by historians. On the contrary, a whole series of accounts have debated the origins of Wallace's intellectual disagreement with Darwin over the sufficiency of natural selection to explain unique human features, such as the mind. 2 In particular, previous studies have probed the link between Wallace's conversion to spiritualism and his new tendency to invoke 'higher intelligences' in the explanation of human origins. 3 However, they have not asked why spiritualism should have been so attractive in the first place, 4 nor have they explored Wallace's involvement with the societies devoted to the scientific study of man during this same period. To understand Wallace's emerging views on human evolution, I have examined the institutional contexts in which he was able to express his opinions on man and the place of his speculation on human evolution within the anthropological debates of the 1860s. Anthropology was especially well suited to conveying ideas about the kind of society and politics to which many scientists aspired. 5 My main purpose, then, will be to follow Wallace back from the field, where he spent 12 of the previous 14 years of his life before his return to England in April 1862. This passage from field to metropole was abrupt and socially portentous, all the more so because Wallace came back to Britain with much greater status and recognition as an experienced scientific collector and observer than when he left for the field. By the time he returned he had pondered his experiences of human diversity and social relations in the field, formulating general conclusions from those observations, especially about the racial geography and colonial political systems of the region. His fieldwork had seemingly transformed him into a practising anthropologist, who considered himself ready to contribute to debates among men of science.
So what became of Wallace's anthropological identity 6 when he crossed the threshold from colonial periphery to scientific metropole? No longer could he simply travel from one colonial outpost to another as an esteemed guest of high cultural status, whose opinions were valued and respected because they came from a travelling man of science. Now he had to navigate the more densely saturated landscape of scientific societies and complicated factions. Wallace tried diligently to cultivate his interest in the scientific study of humanity, but by the end of the 1860s it was clear that he was not well matched to the existing social options for affiliation around a science of man. His conflicts with other practitioners revolved simultaneously around their methods, theories, and political commitments. Many studies have focused on the making of scientific identities; this article emphasizes the unmaking of Wallace as an anthropologist, ironically at the very same time as he was participating in the making of anthropology as a discipline.
and methods of the science of man. The union of these two groups was not accomplished until the early 1870s. 8 While they coexisted, each had its own distinctive social composition and political ideology, with the upstart ASL being led by marginalized conservatives and the older ESL being increasingly dominated by professionalizing liberals. 9 The two societies were also divided to some extent by interest. Philologists and antiquarians brought attention to their intriguing finds of material remains and linguistic curiosities, and tended to favour the ESL. Comparative anatomists and medical men studied the physical characteristics of humans to deduce their place in the animal kingdom, and many of them joined the ASL, although the ESL may actually have had a higher percentage of its officers and prominent members trained in medicine. 10 The precipitating differences that led to the break seem to have revolved around issues of race, including a proximate dispute over the visual representation of freed slaves in Sierra Leone. 11 In his introductory address at the 24 February meeting of the ASL, Hunt advocated the extension of anthropology beyond the limits set by more traditional ethnologists to make it 'the science of the whole nature of Man'. 12 This change in scope for the science of man was intentionally contrasted with the ESL's narrower focus on the history of human races, which Hunt and others in the ASL viewed as both prematurely speculative and at the same time limiting of anthropological inquiry. In addition, the ASL was more interested in establishing laws for the science of man than the 'more purely historical, classificatory, and antiquarian preoccupations of its parent', the ESL. 13 In any event, the ASL had already generated enough interest to hold well-attended fortnightly meetings, with the first year's series of meetings concluding on 7 July 1863.
Members presumably became involved in the ESL or the ASL because they believed their work had some bearing on explaining the human condition. Often this involved some relation to the politics of the time and the authority that could be brought to bear on controversial current issues by a fact-based science of man. Participation in one (or both) of these scientific societies also offered validation of their work and its relevance to questions of human diversity in an age of empire. This was particularly true for the ASL, whose leading members displayed an eagerness for the Society to become involved in political and religious controversies, especially those to which their scientific belief in racial inequality could be applied, such as their support for slavery.
14 By contrast, the leaders of the ESL, whose politics were less overt in their official proceedings, tended to be strong opponents of slavery and included at least one future Liberal MP, their mid-1860s president John Lubbock. 15 The ESL and ASL therefore provided rival forums in which the methods of science could be brought to bear on political questions. They were promising avenues of involvement for someone with Wallace's interests in linking the science of man to political questions, and he initially pursued them both with vigour. I have examined elsewhere Wallace's practice as a field ethnologist in action during his two ambitious voyages to South America and the Malay Archipelago in 1848 -52 and 1854 -62, respectively, especially his effort to deploy human biogeographical field mapping to find the dividing line between the Malay and Papuan races. 16 From his field experiences, Wallace was also intensely interested in the question of social progress in colonized people. However, as Wallace discovered through his frustrating experiences with the ASL and ESL, neither society was well suited to his own political ideology or vision of a science of man.
Although the ESL had existed throughout his time in the Malay Archipelago, Wallace did not submit any notices or articles during his time in the east. Several articles containing
The unmaking of an anthropologist ethnological observations were published in the Journal or Proceedings of the Royal Geographical Society, of which Wallace had become a fellow in 1854. 17 While the ASL was forming, Wallace was still preoccupied with sorting out the collections from his 12-year voyage to the Malay Archipelago, as well as securing his personal necessities as a returning resident of London. No doubt he was also thinking over his experiences in the field.
Three central conclusions emerged from Wallace's work in the Malay Archipelago that would become relevant in the anthropological debates of the 1860s: a desire to apply natural selection to human evolution, a belief in a deep split between the Malay and Papuan racial types, and a conviction that social progress towards civilization could best be achieved by all savage groups through a paternalist colonial model. Wallace developed each of these arguments into a paper to present at a scientific meeting. The latter two were presented to the British Association for the Advancement of Science (BAAS) section on ethnology in Newcastle 1863, for the Malay -Papuan split, and Bath 1864, for his conclusions on social progress. He first presented the possibility of applying natural selection to human evolution to the ASL in March 1864. 18 There is no evidence of any involvement by Wallace in person at the ASL meetings until late 1863, shortly after the beginning of the second year's series. His first recorded contribution was at the 15 December meeting, during which he remarked briefly on a possible demographic explanation for the lower apparent vitality of the 'Black race'. 19 The ESL was also holding regular meetings, often at the same location on alternate nights. Both the ASL and ESL, then, became objects of Wallace's attempts at navigating the dense social landscape of the British scientific community.
It does not seem that Wallace ever sought full election as a fellow of the ASL. Yet his participation in meetings had become regular by the spring of 1864, as indicated by the high frequency of his comments in the discussion of papers presented at ASL meetings. He contributed at least once to the discussion during every meeting from 19 January to 5 April, demonstrating not only his regular attendance but also his eagerness to comment on a wide range of topics of interest to the members of the ASL. The high point of Wallace's participation in the ASL was his presentation on the origins of human races at the meeting on 1 March 1864; his paper attempted to apply the theory of natural selection to human evolution for the first time. From mid April onwards, however, Wallace's participation in the ASL became more sporadic, with only occasional appearances in the records of the ASL meetings during the rest of the 1860s.
It is easy to see why Wallace would have taken a strong interest in the proceedings of the ASL. He shared not only its vision of a broad scope for a science of anthropology but also its marginal identity. Unlike the ESL, whose membership included many distinguished men of science, the ASL did not occupy such a central place in the British scientific community. 20 In addition, Wallace had adopted a methodology for making ethnological observations in the field-searching for sharp racial boundary lines-that was very similar to that employed by polygenist physical anthropologists, who were well represented in the ASL. Initially he was also quite receptive to the general tone of the presentations and discussions at ASL meetings. At the meeting on 19 January 1864, Wallace gave an enthusiastic commentary on the evening's topic, which was 'The extinction of races', citing the 'greater vital energy, the superior health, and the more rapid increase of the European' to explain why the savage races 'must disappear from the face of the earth'. He was also actively working out some aspects of how natural selection might be applied to man. In reflecting on the causes of the 'extinction of races', he speculated that 'whenever a very high and a J. Vetter very low race come into contact and competition, [it would] lead to the diminution and final extermination of the latter'. 21 On 2 February, at the same meeting as his long-time host and friend during the Malay voyage, the paternalistic colonial ruler James Brooke, was admitted into membership, he defended 'the Darwinian theory' in what seems to have been a surprisingly balanced discussion of whether or not it could be applied to anthropological concerns. Wallace defended the project of applying the theory of natural selection to the origins of human races, contending that its opponents had no other proposal to argue in its place. 22 Similarly, Wallace's comments at the meeting on 16 February concerning the great difficulty of drawing reliable conclusions from cranial evidence reflected his preference for making racial distinctions on the basis of mental and moral features rather than purely physical ones, in contrast to the craniometric proclivities of the many in the ASL. 23 Nevertheless, by March he had tried out a few of his arguments, and probably thought himself ready to present his work to the ASL.
WALLACE APPLIES NATURAL SELECTION TO HUMAN EVOLUTION
Better known than either of his first two presentations at BAAS meetings is Wallace's attempt to apply the theory of natural selection to human evolution, which took the form of a paper presented to the ASL on 1 March 1864. 24 And unlike those presentations, which were taken rather directly from his observations and conclusions reached while in the Malay Archipelago, the 1864 paper represented largely new material. It broached a topic that Wallace was just working out after returning to Britain, under the strong influence of Herbert Spencer's social evolutionism as presented in Social statics, which he had recently read and also enthusiastically recommended to Darwin. 25 For the members of the ASL, who might have been expected to resist his attempt to apply evolutionary theory to man, he tried to soften the blow by touting his application of natural selection to man as a means of reconciling the monogenist and polygenist points of view on the origins of human races. He would 'eliminate the error and retain the truth in each' of the opposing views, thus bringing the 'conflicting theories of modern anthropologists' into harmony. He even tipped the scales slightly towards the polygenists, conceding 'that the best of the argument is on the side of those who maintain the primitive diversity of man' because of the apparent 'permanence of existing races as far back as we can trace them'. 26 After a brief overview of natural selection, he explained how it would operate differently for man. In contrast with the other animals, man is 'social and sympathetic', so that the 'action of natural selection is therefore checked', at least with regard to physical features. Yet, at the level of the tribe, certain 'mental and moral qualities' would be advantageous 'in the struggle for existence over other tribes'. 27 Man also protects himself by 'superintending and guiding the operations of nature' by innovations such as clothing, weapons and tools. By 'intellect alone' he is able to 'keep in harmony with the change universe' without any bodily changes. 28 However, natural selection would then be transferred to the human mind. At first this would occur within a race, as the 'better and higher specimens' would increase at the expense of the 'lower and more brutal', raising even the 'very lowest races of man so far above the brute'. At a later stage, just as Wallace had rehearsed at the ASL meeting back in January, natural selection would operate at the level of the tribe, leading to the 'inevitable extinction of all those low and
The unmaking of an anthropologist 29 mentally undeveloped populations with which Europeans come in contact'. 29 Thus, Wallace insisted that natural selection would operate in human evolution differently, but no less significantly, from the way it did in the rest of the organic world.
To bring the theory of natural selection to bear on the problem of human races in a way that harmonized monogenist and polygenist concerns, Wallace was obliged to invoke a very long time span for the origins of the human species. This great antiquity of man was something that Wallace had long favoured, if only because it was needed to reconcile his desire to apply seemingly polygenist methods in obtaining deep separations between races, such as Malays and Papuans, while not ultimately sacrificing the unity of the human species. He basically applied this reasoning from his own intellectual dilemma to the rather public conflict between monogenists and polygenists that by then had raged in ethnological circles for at least a decade. Thus, he conceived of two separate stages, one of physical differentiation that established 'those striking characteristics and special modifications which still distinguish the chief races of mankind', and a later stage of predominantly mental evolution in which these racial types remained relatively constant. 30 In his involvement with the ASL, Wallace's presentation on 1 March 1864 became a turning point. He received a chilly response to his idea that natural selection could account for the origins of the human races. To one ASL commentator, his case seemed 'altogether hopeless'. To another it seemed that the theory failed to answer important objections. To a third the paper raised 'a false issue'. Even the President of the meeting could not conceal his 'feeling of disappointment' that the conclusion had not matched his initial expectations. 31 However, Wallace held firm. Admitting that 'Anthropologicals did not seem to appreciate it much', Wallace suggested to Darwin that the paper provided his 'settled opinion on these subjects, if nobody can show a fallacy in the argument'. 32 As the leadership of the ASL became more vocally anti-Darwinian, this issue would drive a wedge between Wallace and the ASL. Although Wallace continued to participate at meetings for a considerable while longer, his enthusiasm for the ASL as a vehicle for his public participation in the science of man was fading.
Wallace did not give up on the ASL immediately, however. His participation in the discussion at meetings remained strong for at least a month after his presentation on 1 March. His comments at the next meeting on 15 March provide a good indication of how his shared interest with the leading members of the ASL in their conception of the subject matter of anthropology and the usefulness of rigid racial typologies so disastrously broke down when issues of social evolution and progress were considered. Although he agreed with the speaker that 'the negro is very inferior in intellectual capacity to the European', he cautioned that the 'negro' had only been seen as a slave or 'perfectly free without any stimulus to exertion' rather than 'under the circumstances that would show him to the greatest advantage' as being fully capable of social progress towards civilization. As president of the meeting, Hunt countered that whereas Europeans would work without the stimulus of necessity, the 'negro' would not, and so would be better off under slavery. 33 While in some respects the approach to the study of man taken by the leading members of the ASL seemed to fit Wallace well, the conclusions they reached and their political implications did not. He became increasingly frustrated with some of the arguments that were presented at ASL meetings. For instance, at the meeting on 5 April he balked at F. W. Farrar's suggestion that mixed-race human matings would produce infertile offspring, noting that the same argument, which was based on the deleterious impact of an 'influx of new blood' would just as easily prove that 'no two nations could produce fertile offspring'. 34 This was his last recorded comment at an ASL meeting for the 1863 -64 season, and his participation thereafter would be only sporadic.
In the midst of his struggle to make progress in writing his travel narrative, and several months after the paper on human evolution at the ASL, Wallace had another opportunity to present a paper to the section of geography and ethnology at the BAAS meeting in Bath in 1864. For this paper, he chose to present his favourable views on the Dutch system of 'paternal despotism', with specific reference to the northern peninsula of Celebes. In the ensuing discussion, the recent president of the 'ethnologicals', John Crawfurd, expressed his dismay at Wallace's defence of monopoly and despotism, dissenting from his view of native people as children, and offering instead the model of free trade combined with Christian mission work. 35 Thus, in the course of two successive years of BAAS meetings, Wallace had managed to find himself in sharp opposition to the colonial policies-plantation slavery and free trade-advocated, respectively, by the leaders of the ASL and the ESL. 36 While he was finding substantive political differences with leaders in the ESL, Wallace was already pulling away more decisively from the ASL. The infrequent appearance of Wallace's name in the proceedings of the ASL after 1864 contrasts very noticeably with his initially quite regular participation in a wide variety of topical discussions. Given that he seems to have made a point of contributing something at almost every meeting from January to April 1864, a dwindling pattern of attendance, or at the very least a loss of interest in the proceedings, can be inferred from his drastic decline in recorded commentary. He joined in the discussion only twice in 1865, and once each in 1867 and 1868. Occasionally a scheduled topic may have been of sufficient interest to Wallace to motivate him to participate, but this seems to have been quite rare after the spring of 1864. He did contribute a brief comment on 'the grossest example of rudimentary phallic worship that he had seen' in Dorey, New Guinea, to the discussion on that subject at the meeting on 17 January 1865, which perhaps attracted his interest because such topics could not be discussed at the ESL with its greater sense of respectability and propriety as well as its admission of women. 37 The presentation by the Bishop of Natal on missionary work among savage peoples at the meeting on 16 May 1865 also caught his interest, and he shared the opinion he developed in the Malay Archipelago that mission work was successful because of 'personal character rather than doctrine'. 38 He developed this line of argument into an article, which was published in The Reader. 39 Wallace did join the ESL in 1866, after he had apparently become disenchanted with what the ASL had to offer, despite his political differences with some of its leaders. 40 By then, the ESL had become a haven for Darwinians under the leadership of Lubbock and his circle, who attempted to create a unified science of man guided by evolutionary theory. 41 Even as a member of the ESL, however, Wallace was never really part of the inner circle, possessing expertise in neither historical linguistics nor antiquities. Moreover, although Wallace's impeccable Darwinian credentials did provide one link to many of the ESL insiders, and also made it a safer place than the ASL to discuss the implications of natural selection for man, his more radical political views were not shared with other active members. In addition, his tendency to emphasize distinct human racial types and to insist on a deep antiquity for human racial evolution were at odds with the views of many other ESL members.
The unmaking of an anthropologist PRESIDENT OF ANTHROPOLOGY If Wallace did not find his anthropological views particularly well accommodated in either the ASL or the ESL, he could also use the forum provided at the annual meetings of the BAAS for the presentation of papers on a wide variety of topics. In fact, as noted above, two of Wallace's three papers on anthropological issues in the years immediately after his return from the Malay Archipelago were initially presented at meetings of the BAAS, to which he had been elected in 1863. Because the meetings of the BAAS often provided a battleground in which the advocates of aspiring groups of scientific practitioners could establish their preferred fields of study as respectable disciplines, in the 1860s it was an especially contested arena for the would-be sciences of man, ethnology and anthropology. In the case of the anthropologicals, a long campaign was fought to achieve formal status for 'anthropology' as a section of the BAAS. For several years, the subject of 'ethnology' had been combined in section E with geography, which was generally acceptable to members of the ESL but much resented by the leadership of the ASL, both for its name and its placement. In 1865, when the anthropologicals had proposed a completely new and separate section for their discipline, Wallace seconded a compromise motion in which anthropological papers could also be given along with human physiology in section D, although still under the name 'ethnology'. 42 Even this moderate proposal was rejected, however, and the anthropologicals would have to agitate for another year to get their way.
In the following year, at the 1866 meeting in Nottingham, the anthropologicals, in their own words, 'won a great and decided victory' with the establishment of a department of anthropology for the first time ever, within the Biology section. 43 The President at that first departmental meeting for the subject of anthropology was Wallace, chosen in all likelihood because he was supportive of anthropology as a general science of man while at the same time remaining a relatively safe choice for concerned ethnologicals. Marginalized by both groups, he could not be too objectionable to either. In his opening address to the department, Wallace outlined a wide-ranging scope for the science of man, bearing remarkable similarities to the visions expressed a few years earlier by the 'anthropological' Hunt in his first two annual addresses to the newly formed ASL. 44 According to Wallace, Anthropology is the science which contemplates man under all his varied aspects (as an animal, and as a moral and intellectual being) in his relations to lower organisms, to his fellow men, and to the universe. The anthropologist seeks to collect together and systematize the facts and the laws which have been brought to light by all those branches of study which, directly or indirectly, have man for their object. 45 For Wallace, then, the 'varied aspects' of man to be studied by the anthropologist included both the biological researches that linked him to the rest of the animal kingdom and the humanistic researches that investigated his unique features. He followed up this brief definition with a consideration of some of the diverse studies that he meant to incorporate into a holistic discipline of anthropology. Included as practitioners of anthropology within his broad definition were physiologists, comparative anatomists and zoologists, psychologists, historians, geologists, philologists, phrenologists and craniologists.
Above all, Wallace emphasized how the separation between these different studies of man had led to 'great division of labour, but no combination of results'. For him, the role of J. Vetter anthropology was to combine all the results obtained from these diverse researches together with an open mind to both the cultural and biological aspects of human existence:
We cannot therefore afford to neglect any facts relating to man, however trivial, unmeaning or distasteful, some of them may appear to us. Each custom, superstition or belief of savage or civilised man, may guide us towards an explanation of their origin in common tendencies of the human mind. Each peculiarity of form, colour, or constitution, may give us a clue to the affinities of an obscure race. The anthropologist must ever bear in mind, that as the object of his study is man, nothing pertaining to or characteristic of man can be unworthy of his attention. 46 At the time when anthropology was emerging as a scientific discipline in Britain, Wallace was attempting to widen its scope as much as possible. Contemplating man 'under all his varied aspects' would allow the anthropologist to range widely over such diverse issues as the origins of the human races, the encouragement of social progress in all societies, and the application of the biological principle of natural selection to man. In Wallace's view, the combination of all these 'varied aspects' would ultimately allow the anthropologist to draw conclusions about the 'great problems' of the science of man, particularly with regard to 'the origin, the nature, and the destiny of the human race'. Like most of the members of the ASL and ESL, he also hoped that a holistic approach to anthropology (or ethnology) would prove to be of 'some assistance in our attempts to govern and improve uncivilized tribes', although he may not have particularly agreed with the political directions favoured by the leaders of these groups. In addition, he considered that anthropology might be of 'some guidance in our own national and individual progress', an interest that Wallace shared with many of the emerging social evolutionists of his time. 47 Despite his agreement with nearly all contemporary practitioners of ethnology or anthropology that the science of man ought to address itself to practical problems of colonial and national social policy, he found that he almost always disagreed with the most prominent leaders of the ASL and ESL about the specific conclusions they reached. He disliked the tendency of the anthropologicals to reject the Darwinian framework of progress and change, and thus to argue that savage peoples (and also the lower classes within British society) could not be improved morally or intellectually. Yet he was also uncomfortable with the more pro-Darwinian ethnologicals, such as Huxley and Lubbock, who argued in favour of a social evolutionism that was confident of the inevitability of social progress through the exportation of European free markets around the world.
Despite this prominent role in the birth of anthropology as a scientific discipline, Wallace did not later portray himself as an anthropologist, and his autobiography is strangely silent on his formal participation in British anthropological institutions. Throughout the two long volumes, he never discussed his participation in either of the scientific societies devoted to the study of man. Moreover, he discussed neither the decade-long rivalry between the 'ethnologicals' and 'anthropologicals' nor the equally contentious debate between advocates of monogenesis and polygenesis in human origins, the resolution of which occupied some of Wallace's attention in the mid 1860s. Most remarkable of all is the fact that he completely ignored his own presidency in anthropology at the 1866 BAAS meeting, despite his extended discussion of the fond memories he had of participating in the annual meetings of the BAAS from 1862 to 1876. 48 The unmaking of an anthropologist
WRITING UP AND DROPPING OUT
In the year following his presidency of the anthropology department, Wallace moved into the country to concentrate more effectively on writing up his travel narrative. While he made great progress on this task, he did not make many appearances at ASL and ESL meetings. At one of his rare appearances at an ASL meeting, when Hunt gave a presentation on 18 June 1867 that was unfavourable to phrenology, Wallace was there to 'express his dissent' in defence of his long-time interest. His last recorded appearance at an ASL meeting was on 1 December 1868, when 'the claims of women to political power' were under discussion. 49 Apparently, then, as he found the time to devote to his writing project, and as the prospects lessened for the ASL's serving as a successful avenue for Wallace's involvement with the 'science of man', his participation became limited to a few issues of special interest.
In The Malay Archipelago, the convictions that Wallace had arrived at while in the tropics were not weakened at all despite the criticisms he had received from prominent members of the ASL and ESL. His vision of the possibility and desirability of social progress among all native people was unacceptable to many of the leaders of the ASL, and his increased emphasis on the improvement of the condition of women may have been problematic for them as well. 50 Although the polygenist members should have approved of his advocacy of a sharp racial distinction between the Malay and Papuan types, his application of the Darwinian principle of natural selection was deeply abhorrent to the almost entirely antiDarwinian ASL leadership. Wallace's dispute with Hunt, who remained leader of the 'anthropologicals', was especially visible in Hunt's article in the Anthropological Review a few years earlier attacking the legitimacy of applying natural selection to anthropology. Wallace wrote a letter to the editor in response, outlining the contours of the serious rift that had developed between them. 51 The ASL was clearly not a good home for Wallace's anthropological opinions. Yet despite their greater receptivity to Darwinism, the leading members of the ESL were also bothered by several aspects of Wallace's anthropological arguments in The Malay Archipelago. Wallace reinforced and extended his account of the possibility of social progress among savage groups through paternalistic colonial government, particularly in the section describing his experiences in Macassar, Celebes, where he added several paragraphs of commentary not found in the field journals. He contrasted the Dutch colonial system of paternal despotism with the English free trade system and found the latter greatly wanting in its effects on the social evolution of native peoples. 52 The Darwinians in the ESL tended to support British free trade policies based on competition and to oppose the monopolistic Dutch colonial system that Wallace praised so enthusiastically. Even Darwin himself admitted to Wallace that he was struck by the comments on this subject in The Malay Archipelago, although he conceded not knowing enough to 'form any opinion against yours'. 53 Thus, in affirming and reinforcing the convictions he had reached while travelling in the Malay Archipelago, Wallace further distanced himself from the positions advocated by leading members of the ASL and the ESL. Yet The Malay Archipelago was a widely acclaimed book and by June 1869 it was already being translated into German, French and Danish. 54 Just during Wallace's own lifetime it was reprinted more than a dozen times. Despite the book's popularity, it is nevertheless notable that the conclusions Wallace reached on human subjects were problematic for both existing British societies dedicated to the science of man.
J. Vetter
Wallace was busy distancing himself from ASL and ESL leaders in other arenas as well. At the 1869 meeting of the BAAS in Exeter, for instance, he disputed Lubbock's characterization of human social evolution as always progressive, raising the objection that in some cases there was evidence of 'degradation or loss of civilization'. 55 A few weeks later, Wallace submitted a letter to The Spectator further defending the idea that some races owed their barbaric state to 'a partial degradation' rather than representing 'an original low condition'. 56 This letter was written in response to a critical report on his argument that had been published in that periodical during the BAAS meeting. 57 Wallace made the political overtones of this disagreement explicit when he used the separation of intellectual and moral progress to critique his own society and the 'enormously increased temptations to vice' that its high level of material civilization produced in the 'great mass of the people'. 58 At the heart of the anthropological debates of the 1860s was a common conviction that the science of man had important implications for practical questions, yet profound disagreement over what the conclusions of that science and their policy implications should be. Wallace found himself increasingly on the outside of the inner circles of both of the major scientific societies and would have to search elsewhere to realize his hopes of applying a science of man to the political and social questions of the day.
A NEW BRANCH OF ANTHROPOLOGY?
It should therefore not be surprising that Wallace began searching for alternative social locations to the ASL and ESL with which to associate his own research on man. Over the course of his life, his interest in human questions would take many forms, such as his involvements with land reform, anti-vaccination campaigning and socialist politics. In the late 1860s, however, the main avenue that he explored outside the established scientific societies was spiritualism, to which Wallace was first introduced at a seance in 1865. His association with spiritualism proved to be intellectually helpful for Wallace, not only in reconciling some explanatory dilemmas he faced in considering the full appearance of human faculties among savages, but also in providing him with an outlet for exploring the relationship between his political and ideological convictions and his desire to relate them to the emerging science of man.
Although spiritualism has been correctly associated with supernatural phenomena such as seances and slate writing, its political philosophy of social reform should not be forgotten. It was certainly important to Wallace. For him, spiritualism combined with his interest in Robert Owen and socialism to offer the promise of future perfection and social progress. Wallace's writings fit well within the 'plebeian' strain of spiritualism historically excavated by Logie Barrow, with its emphasis on a 'democratic epistemology' in which knowledge is 'open to anybody'. One need not be a priest or a member of a social elite, or even male or middle class, to communicate with spirits and derive facts directly from experience with spiritual phenomena. To be sure, as Janet Oppenheim points out, spiritualism was not 'monopolized by any one class of British society', but it certainly proved to be appealing to socialist-inspired critics such as Wallace who were searching for a new source of hope for progressing beyond the ills of the contemporary social system. 59 Thus, only a few months after he had given a wide scope to anthropology at the BAAS meeting in Nottingham in 1866, Wallace extended that scope of the science of man even further, writing to Huxley about a 'new branch of Anthropology': the investigation of the The unmaking of an anthropologist psychical phenomena of spiritualism. 60 Although there was never really any chance that spiritualism would be incorporated into the research encouraged by the established scientific societies devoted to the study of man, it provided a new foundation on which Wallace could construct the kind of 'science of man' that he wanted to build. Wallace found intellectual kinship for relating human science to politics in the company of spiritualists, whose political philosophy more nearly resembled his own.
The significance of Wallace's involvement with spiritualism has been debated. 61 Although some historians have reasonably questioned the conclusion that his conversion to spiritualism in the late 1860s caused him to change his views on human evolution, it is clear from Wallace's own accounts that he certainly perceived it to be an important shaping force. He told Darwin that his 'opinions on the subject' of the influence of spiritual powers on the evolution of man had been 'modified solely by the consideration of a series of remarkable phenomena, physical and mental'. In such statements Wallace alluded to his spiritualist experiences at seances, which he confessed would have seemed 'equally wild and uncalled for' to himself just a few years earlier. 62 According to his own account, the 'facts' of his own experience compelled Wallace to 'accept them, as facts, long before [he] could accept the spiritual explanation of them', and by 'slow degrees' he came to believe that a spiritualist explanation best fitted those facts. 63 The first opportunity that Wallace had to apply his newly found evidence for the existence of spiritual powers to human evolution was in his review of Charles Lyell's new editions of Principles of geology and Elements of geology. 64 In this review Wallace invoked a 'Higher Intelligence' to explain the evolution of certain human features such as a large and complex brain, the hand, naked skin, and the organs of speech. Excited by the new explanatory possibilities he had discovered, Wallace wrote an essay to explore more fully the 'limitations' of natural selection as applied to man, which was published in 1870 along with revised versions of several other essays on various subjects he had published earlier, including the paper presented to the ASL in 1864. 65 Yet in admitting the explanatory possibilities that his new belief in the existence of spiritual forces provided to him, Wallace's views on human evolution should not be seen as solely the product of his conversion to spiritualism. The existence of faculties among colonized tribes that seemed to lack utility in the struggle for existence had been evident to Wallace in the Malay Archipelago, when he noted the astonishing moral and mental capabilities of the Dyaks, for instance, as well as the 'rudimentary' artistic abilities of the New Guineans of Dorey. Moreover, by the time that he wrote the 1864 paper, and probably much earlier, he was committed to a special account of human evolution, in which the development of physical forms through natural selection had been largely suspended in favour of a new evolutionary stage. In addition, placing the issue of human evolution in the context of Wallace's participation in the emerging science of anthropology reveals his dissatisfaction with the main directions that the leaders of the ASL and ESL were taking to develop a study of man relevant to contemporary social and political issues, and thus explains his search for new social linkages, in addition to the new intellectual resources that spiritualist evidence might provide for his explanations of human evolution.
The publication of the 1870 essay provides a convenient marker for the end of Wallace's major period of involvement with the London scientific societies focusing on man. After that, both geographical and ideological distance would limit his participation in established anthropological institutions, and his time and energy would be increasingly focused on a wide variety of radical political and social movements. A 'longing for life in J. Vetter the country', which he shared with his wife, induced Wallace and his family to leave London in the early 1870s, and they lived thereafter in a variety of places throughout southern England. 66 Wallace also seems to have been aware that his anthropological views were drifting farther from the scientific mainstream. In January 1870, when he sent Darwin the proofs of his 1870 collection of essays, he openly admitted having 'heterodox opinions as to Man'. 67 On its publication, the 1870 essay received a predictable sneer from an ASL reviewer that natural selection could not be used to explain any human characteristics, 68 and at the same time it was also sharply criticized by the enthusiastic supporters of Darwinian naturalism that Wallace was 'losing himself', reaching conclusions 'quite incompatible with a logical application of the theory' and excluding 'natural science from half of nature'. 69 Probably the most distraught was Darwin himself, who was 'dreadfully disappointed about Man' and would have sworn that Wallace's words 'had been inserted by some other hand' if he had not been explicitly told otherwise. 70 Even Lyell, who a few months earlier had told the Duke of Argyll that he could not conceive of disposing with 'that mind of which you speak as directing the forces of nature', 71 told Darwin he thought many of Wallace's arguments about the insufficiency of natural selection 'might easily be controverted'. 72 With the publication of the 1869 review, followed up and extended by the 1870 essay, Wallace effectively alienated himself from nearly everyone in the established scientific societies, as far as his anthropological opinions were concerned.
CONCLUSION
When he returned from the field, where he had rubbed shoulders with colonial administrators, missionaries and settlers, Wallace found himself thrust back into a different social and cultural context, that of Victorian Britain. In the mid 1860s Wallace participated in both of the scientific societies devoted to the study of man, taking an active role in the meetings of the ASL at first, followed by a movement towards the ESL. He formally joined the ESL in 1866 and, although never a leader or member of its inner circle, remained a member throughout the rest of its existence, which lasted until its amalgamation with the ASL in the early 1870s to form the Anthropological Institute of Great Britain and Ireland. Yet his radical political views about social progress fitted neither the ASL, with its conservative emphasis on insurmountable racial barriers, nor the ESL, with its confidence in the class relations of a capitalist society founded on free markets. By the late 1860s, Wallace's formal participation in scientific societies addressing anthropological questions had tapered off. In place of these formal scientific institutions he found other social groups to become involved with to cultivate his interests in human diversity and progress-not just spiritualists, but land reformers, socialists and other radicals. By the time he reached his eighties and wrote up his autobiography, he seems to have forgotten about or suppressed his early involvement in the ASL and ESL completely.
Despite his widely acknowledged role in the emergence of Darwinian evolutionary theory in the second half of the nineteenth century, Wallace's anthropological work has remained obscure. Perhaps this is because Wallace himself avoided discussing it in his later life, having committed himself for several decades to a wide variety of organizations and movements outside the established human science institutions. Yet he was an enthusiastic observer of human diversity during his two voyages to the Amazon Basin and the Malay Archipelago,
The unmaking of an anthropologist and the general conclusions he reached during these journeys became the foundation for much of his later thinking about human origins and development.
Biographies of Wallace have rarely said much about his involvement in the London anthropological societies during the 1860s. To be sure, scholars have discussed the ideas on human evolution that he presented in papers, especially his 1864 paper at the ASL. But it has proved more challenging to understand the institutional and social context of those ideas. As Jim Endersby has pointed out, biographers have tended to plug the gaps in the archival record by relying heavily on Wallace's autobiography-which, as we have seen, was strangely silent on this topic. 73 Where existing biographies discuss Wallace's involvement in the ASL and ESL, they tend either to mention them only as venues for advancing his ideas or simply to note briefly the controversy between the two societies and the domination of the breakaway ASL by pro-slavery racists. 74 Here I have attempted to reconstruct the social context more fully by emphasizing Wallace's conflicts with both of the London societies. My approach perhaps has some things in common with that of Adrian Desmond and James Moore in their recent book on the role of the anti-slavery movement in shaping Darwin's thinking. Along the way, they show how much Wallace's attraction to the ASL with its free-wheeling and provocative debates, support for slavery, and hostility to Darwinian natural selection rankled with his fellow evolutionists. 75 Yet, as we have seen, Wallace's involvement with the ASL did not maintain its intensity over time.
Wallace's experiences with scientific associations in the 1860s thus provide insights into the social landscape of the scientific community in Britain in the 1860s. His attempts to navigate that landscape are revealing of its contours despite, or perhaps because of, Wallace's unwillingness to become a member of the inner circle of either society dedicated to the science of man. Indeed, following Wallace into and out of both societies reveals how strikingly the ESL and especially the ASL were fundamentally constituted as political ideologies attempting to dress themselves in a science of man. His rejection of first the ASL, and later the ESL as well, led him to seek out alternative social locations outside the scientific community in which to engage his interest in a science of man. As Frank Turner observed a quarter of a century ago, a 'certain otherness marked Wallace's entire life', which was experienced by his contemporaries in many different ways, such as Joseph Hooker's belief that Wallace could openly espouse evolutionary doctrines because he had no prominent family members to horrify. 76 Another example is his rejection of the strategy of ideological neutrality for science, which made him a 'lonely voice among the professional scientific community'. 77 Indeed, it may be better to describe Wallace as consciously anti-professional, having developed little appreciation for the goals, values and cultural attitudes of his scientific contemporaries. Yet Wallace's distinctiveness and wide-ranging interests also make him a revealing subject, for much can be learned by examining someone who came into conflict with the leading scientific institutions, thereby opening up their inner workings.
NOTES

